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ABSTRACT: Algae pyrolytic bio-oil contains a large quantity of N-
containing components (NCCs), which can be processed as 
valuable chemicals, while the harmful gases can also be released 
during bio-oil upgrading. However, the characteristics of NCCs in 
the bio-oil, especially the composition of heavy NCCs (molecular 
weight ≥200 Da), have not been fully studied due to the limitation 
of advanced analytical methods. In this study, three kinds of algae 
rich in lipids, proteins, and carbohydrates were rapidly pyrolyzed 
(10−25 °C/s) at different temperatures (300−700 °C). The bio-
oil was analyzed using a Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance 
mass spectrometer equipped with electrospray ionization, and the 
characteristics and evolution of nitrogen in heavy components
were first obtained. The results indicated that the molecular weight of most heavy NCCs was distributed in the 200−400 Da range.
N1−3 compounds account for over 60% in lipid and protein-rich samples, while N0 and N4 components are prominent in
carbohydrate-rich samples. As temperature increases, most NCCs become more aromatic and contain less O due to the strong
Maillard and deoxygenation reactions. Moreover, the heavier NCCs were promoted to form lighter compounds with more nitrogen
atoms through decomposition (mainly denitrogenation and deoxygenation). Finally, some strategies to deal with the NCCs for high-
quality bio-oil production were proposed.

INTRODUCTION

Algae show great potential as a thermochemical feedstock due
to their high photosynthetic efficiency, the simple nutrient
demand, and no need for an arable land.1,2 Pyrolysis is
considered to be a promising method for the efficient
beneficiation of algae as pyrolysis not only avoids the operating
costs of high pressure required by hydrothermal liquefication
but also results in high bio-oil yields (up to 80 wt %) and in a
large share of feedstock energy (up to 70%) in bio-oil.3,4

However, the bio-oil produced from pyrolysis of algae has
some drawbacks, such as a high nitrogen content and plenty of
heavy components (defined as the compounds with a
molecular weight >200 Da in this study).5,6 These properties
limit the application of algae bio-oil.
The N-containing components (NCCs) in bio-oil can be

processed as valuable chemicals in numerous fields. For
example, nitriles are widely used in pharmaceuticals and
agrochemicals, and alkylamines can be used as industrial
solvents.7 However, NCCs in bio-oil will also lead to the
release of large amounts of harmful gases such as NOx, NH3,
and HCN during pyrolysis or subsequent combustion and
upgrading processes.8 Therefore, characterizing the composi-
tion of NCCs in algae pyrolytic bio-oil is necessary not only for

nitrogen removal but also for efficient utilization of the
products (such as choosing appropriate upgrading methods).
The heavy components in bio-oil are characterized by poor

volatility, a high molecular mass, and high viscosity due to the
complex structure.9,10 The pyrolysis residence time becomes
longer under high viscosity, causing the heavy components to
be converted into undesirable products (e.g., heavy tar) via
polymerization.11 Besides, the heavy components contain
multiple functional groups, making them rather reactive.12

Studies have reported that the heavy components can easily
form coke in thermal treatment, which can lead to the blockage
of the reactor and catalyst deactivation.9−11 The lack of
information on the molecular structure of heavy components
makes it difficult to develop catalysts/processes for their
effective conversion and eventually creates challenges for bio-
oil upgrading.
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Great efforts have been devoted to investigating the
composition of NCCs in algae pyrolysis bio-oil. Gas
chromatography−mass spectrometry (GC−MS) or GC ×
GC−MS analysis leads to obtaining some chemical dates of
hundreds of volatile and semi-volatile compounds. Never-
theless, information is limited about less volatile and large-
molecular-weight compounds.11,12 Previous studies have
shown that there was a considerable number of long-chain
amines, long-chain nitriles, and nitrogen-containing hetero-
cycles with a large molecular weight in algae pyrolysis bio-oil.13

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy or nuclear
magnetic resonance methods may result in more useful
information on the bulk properties of the large molecular
compounds, but these methods are not able to distinguish
individual components.14,15 As a result, the composition of
NCCs with less volatile compounds and a high molecular
weight are still unclear. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain
detailed information on the NCCs in heavy components.
Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance-mass spectrome-

try (FT-ICR-MS) equipped with electrospray ionization (ESI)
has been successfully applied in molecular characterization of
heavy components in bio-oils.16,17 It has an ultrahigh resolving
power (>200,000), which can assign a unique element
composition to each mass spectrum peak.18 Among them,
nitrogen-, phosphorus-, and sulfur-containing compounds were
detected in addition to major oxygen- and carbon-containing
compounds. Obviously, it can be speculated that ESI FT-ICR-
MS can be useful for the detection of algae pyrolytic bio-oil
and can provide more molecular-level information of the
NNCs in the heavy components at the molecular level.
The effects of algae pyrolysis parameters on bio-oil have

been extensively studied. Pourkarimi and Zhong et al.19,20

concluded that the pyrolysis bio-oil yield of algae reached the
maximum at 400−550 °C. Gong et al.21 investigated the
pyrolysis characteristics of Chlorella and Dunaliella salina. The
nitrogen content in bio-oil ranged from 6−10 wt % and
gradually increased as the temperature increased. In Addition,
Leng et al.6 found that the biochemical composition of algae
also affected the properties of bio-oil. Carbohydrates can
promote nitrogen enrichment, while proteins and lipids were
conducive to nitrogen removal. Du and Aysu et al.22,23

obtained the pyrolysis pathways of main algae compounds such
as carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids by model compound
pyrolysis. However, studies have shown that these compounds
have interactions in the pyrolysis process.13,24 Niu et al.11

found that lipids can interfere with the protein decomposition,
and carbohydrates facilitated the formation of N-heterocyclic
compounds. Obviously, there is a difference in the pyrolysis
mechanism between the algae and the model compounds.
Consequently, it is reasonable to choose algae rich in different
components to explore the effects of component differences on
pyrolysis, which also matches the industrial practical
application.11,13

Three species of algae rich in different components (lipids,
proteins, and carbohydrates) were selected to conduct rapid
pyrolysis at five different temperatures (300, 400, 500, 600, and
700 °C) in a fixed-bed reactor system. ESI FT-ICR-MS in the
positive mode was used to analyze the algae pyrolytic bio-oils,
and GC−MS was performed to confirm the structural motifs of
nitrogen species in parallel. The information at the molecular
level of NCCs in the heavy compounds under different
parameters was first obtained, and the evolution routes of
nitrogen in heavy bio-oil compounds were proposed on this

basis. This information may help to provide constructive
guidance for bio-oil upgrading and utilization by processing the
NCCs and heavy components.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials. The lipid-rich Nannochloropsis sp. (NS)

was purchased from Yantai Hairong Biology Technology Co.,
Ltd., and the protein-rich Spirulina platensis (SP) and the
carbohydrate-rich Enteromorpha prolifera (EP) were pur-
chased from Qingdao Haixingyuan Biology Technology Co.,
Ltd. These algae were dried at 105 °C for 20 h and then
pulverized and sieved to <30 μm before pyrolysis. Proximate
analysis was conducted based on GB/T 28731-2012, and
ultimate analysis was conducted using a CHNS/O analyzer
(Vario Micro cube, Germany). In addition, the protein content
and lipid content were obtained according to the Kjeldahl
method (GB 5009.5-2000) and the Sohlet method (GB
5009.6-2003), respectively.17 All these results are listed in
Table 1.

2.2. Experimental Methods. Rapid pyrolysis of algae
samples was carried out in a fixed-bed reactor system (Figure
S2), which mainly comprises a quartz basket, a quartz reactor
(610 mm length, 45 mm i.d.), a quartz tube (15 mm i.d.), a
condensing unit (ice−water bath), and a gas collection unit.
Before each trial, 1 g of the algae sample was loaded in the
quartz basket and fixed on the top of the reactor together.
Then, 500 mL/min N2 (purity > 99.9%) flow was introduced
to purge the reactor for an oxygen-free condition. When the
reactor reached the target temperatures (300−700 °C), the N2
flow rate was adjusted to 200 mL/min; then, the quartz basket
was quickly lowered to the center of the reactor, and the algae
pyrolysis started. Each experiment was performed for 20 min
to ensure the complete release and collection of volatiles. The
bio-oil was collected by methanol and stored in the freezer
(−16 °C) before GC−MS and FT-ICR-MS analysis. The bio-
oil yield was measured by the mass difference of the quartz
tubes and the condensing unit.

2.3. Characterization of Bio-Oil. The ESI-FT-ICR-MS
analyses were conducted with a 7.0 T Solarix (Bruker,
Germany) in the positive-ion mode. Previous literature studies
reported that ESI was an effective approach to ionize polar

Table 1. Properties of the Different Algae

samples SP NS EP

Proximate Analysis (wt %), Air Dry Basis
moisture 7.56 5.24 7.20
volatiles 80.94 78.13 61.01
Ash 5.76 5.16 27.02
fixed carbon 5.74 11.47 4.77

Ultimate Analysis (wt %), Air Dry Basis
C 46.05 43.36 28.44
H 6.41 6.09 4.42
N 10.44 7.27 1.38
S 0.58 0.70 2.79
Oa 26.12 29.26 28.75

Biochemical Compositions (wt %), Air Dry Basis
lipids 10.23 37.81 2.17
proteins 64.21 43.62 7.85
carbohydratesa 12.24 8.17 55.76

aCalculated by difference. Carbohydrates = 100%moisture−ash−
lipid−proteins.
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compounds (N, O, and S heteroatoms) for MS analysis and
that the ESI positive ionization mode favored the analysis of
nitrogenous compounds.25,26 In this study, the mass spectra of
NS in both the positive- and negative-ion modes at 500 °C
(Figure S1) can also support this claim. The emitter voltage,
capillary voltage, and end plate offset were set as 4.0, 4.5, and
−0.5 kV, respectively. An argon-filled collision pool was
operated at 1.4 MHz and 1200 Vpp of radio-frequency
amplitude. Ions were accumulated in the pool for 0.01 s prior
to being transferred to the ICR cell for detection, and the time
of flight was set as 0.5 ms. Besides, a total of 128 scans were co-
added to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). Under these
conditions, a resolving power of 1,000,000 full width at half-
maximum at 400 m/z and the mass accuracy <1 ppm were
achieved. The final mass spectrum of each sample was

obtained in the range of 100−1000 m/z, and the data size of
each sample was 240 Mbyte.
The bio-oil samples were further diluted with LC−MS-grade

methanol (Merck) to 0.35 mg/mL and directly infused into
the ion source at a flow rate of 120 μL/h. Before analysis, the
bio-oil solution was spiked with 0.5 vol % of formic acid
(Merck) as an ESI modifier to enhance the ionization of the
basic compounds,27,28 and sodium formate was used to
calibrate the instrument.18 In addition, the solvent (methanol)
was also analyzed, and the most prominent peaks in the solvent
mass spectra were removed from consideration in the sample
results. Data with S/N > 5 were selected for analysis by a
MATLAB script,29,30 and Microsoft Excel and Origin 8.9
software were used for data sorting and visualization.

Figure 1. Mass distribution of bio-oil compounds under the investigated temperatures.
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The volatile compounds in the bio-oil solutions were
identified using GC−MS (Agilent 7890 A series GC coupled
with a 5975 MS detector) with a capillary column (HP-5MS,
30 m × 0.25 mm i.d. × 0.25 μm d.f.). More detailed
information of the instrument has been reported in our
previous work.31 Finally, all the compounds were identified
using a National Institute of Standards and Technology library
(NIST 2011).
2.4. Molecular Formula Calculation. A MATLAB script

was used to calculate the molecular formula of the selected
data. First, the limitation of the molecular formula (based on
the standards of the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory
in Tallahassee, FL32) was ≤50 12C, 2 13C, 100 1H, 30 16O, 5
14N, 2 32S, 133S, and 1 31P. The masses of common elements
and the corresponding isotopes used in the script are listed in
Table S1. Besides, the following constraints were applied to the
atomic composition: (1) O/C ≤ 1.2; (2) 0.35 ≤ H/C ≤ 2.25;
(3) N/C ≤ 0.5; (4) S/C ≤ 0.2; (5) N, S < O. Second, the
relative and absolute mass errors of molecular formula
assignments were <1 ppm and <0.001, respectively. Addition-
ally, the double-bond equivalent (DBE), an index representing
the unsaturation of molecules, can be calculated by eq 1, and it
must be a non-negative integer value.33 Finally, all molecular
formulas need to satisfy the N-rules26

= + × − + +DBE 1 0.5 (2C H N P) (1)

where C, H, N, and P represent the atom number.
For macromolecules (m/z ≥ 500), which may have multiple

potential formula assignments. The compound identification
algorithm (CIA) was used to solve this issue according to the
description proposed in the previous literature.34 Briefly, the
bio-oil compounds detected by FT-ICR-MS were assumed to
be singly charged, and the detected mass in the positive-ion
mode can add an H-atom and subtract an electron to generate
a neutral mass.34 On this basis, each functional group
relationship was converted into a mass difference (e.g.,
ΔCH2 = 14.01565008 Da, ΔNH2 = 16.01872408 Da).
Therefore, if one of the potential formulae for a higher mass
peak shared a fixed difference value with the lower mass peak
assigned by a unique formula, then this potential formula is the
correct assignment for the higher peak. For example, the
molecular mass of C16H41O5N is 399.29792233 Da, and if
there is a macromolecule of 609.53267353 Da, then its
corresponding molecular formula is identified as C31H71O5N
because the mass difference between these two molecules is 15
times of the CH2 group. Moreover, the MATLAB script parses
the pre-assigned formulae into two arrays, those with unique
formula assignments and those with more than one formula
assignments. For the latter array, the hierarchy to determine
the final molecular formula was followed by (1) CIA analysis,
(2) the least number of S + N + P, and the (3) lowest relative
mass error.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Bio-Oil Yield. The bio-oil yields of the three samples

are shown in Figure S3. As temperature increases, all samples
exhibit a similar trend. The maximum bio-oil yields are
obtained at 500 °C, with 55.5, 53.5, and 33.0 wt % for SP, NS,
and EP, respectively. This trend is similar to the results
reported in the previous literature.20,35 EP generates less bio-oil
than the other two samples and is less sensitive to temperature
when the temperature is higher than 400 °C, probably because
SP and NS have a higher volatile content, while EP has a

higher inorganic ash content.36 Besides, a rapid heating rate
can avoid the re-polymerization of the algae lipid vapor,
improving the bio-oil yield of high-lipid algae.37 On the other
hand, Wang et al.38 found that the main weight loss peak of
carbohydrates appeared before 300 °C, while those of lipids
and proteins appeared after 300 °C. This leads to a higher bio-
oil yield of carbohydrate-rich EP at 300 °C.

3.2. Evolution of Mass Distribution and Elementary
Composition. Figure 1 illustrates the mass distribution of the
bio-oil compounds analyzed by FT-ICR-MS and the MATLAB
script at different temperatures. Many heavy components
(>200 Da) in the bio-oils are detected, and the molecular
weight of all compounds presents a normal distribution and
mainly distributes in the range of 0−500 Da. Besides, EP
always shows more heavy components in the range of
molecular weights >400 Da compared with SP and NS at
300−700 °C. Therefore, the possible effects of heavy
components in bio-oil should be carefully considered during
the pyrolysis, especially for the carbohydrate-rich feedstock.
With the increase of temperature, the mass distribution of all
bio-oil samples presents the characteristic of a transition to the
lighter-component range. At 700 °C, most bio-oil components
concentrate in the range of 200−350 Da, which can account
for up to 90% of the total content. This result suggests that the
decomposition of the components with a large molecular
weight is enhanced at higher temperatures. It is consistent with
the results obtained by Hu et al.39

Table 2 lists the detailed element composition information
of the heavy components (>200 Da) to analyze the bulk

physicochemical properties. The parameters are defined and
calculated by the formula according to the reported
literatures40,41

i

k
jjjjjj

y

{
zzzzzz∑ ∑= × I IAMW (MW )/

n
n n

n
n

(2)

where AMW is the average molecular weight, I denotes the
peak intensity, and n is the molecular number. The MW
position can be replaced with DBE, O/C, H/C, and N
number.

Table 2. Chemical Characteristics of the Heavy
Components in Bio-Oila

samples T (°C) AMW ADBE AO/C AH/C ANN

SP 300 319.84 4.36 0.107 1.713 1.828
400 291.94 4.46 0.083 1.702 1.838
500 285.03 5.52 0.068 1.594 2.069
600 280.60 6.50 0.058 1.490 2.265
700 277.68 8.54 0.041 1.270 2.661

NS 300 311.70 5.36 0.081 1.630 2.015
400 307.48 5.57 0.094 1.613 2.079
500 294.81 5.65 0.107 1.589 2.136
600 288.77 6.60 0.070 1.492 2.144
700 272.88 8.10 0.066 1.317 2.509

EP 300 383.30 6.52 0.257 1.580 1.886
400 357.95 6.66 0.204 1.492 1.842
500 327.40 5.83 0.151 1.557 1.719
600 324.18 5.80 0.148 1.562 1.713
700 313.31 5.47 0.127 1.661 2.071

aT, temperature. A, average. NN, N number.
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Obviously, as temperature increases, for the bio-oil
generated from SP and NS, the AMW, AO/C, and AH/C
gradually decrease, while the DBE and ANN gradually
increase. The heavy compounds become lighter but more
condensed, and the heating process may be accompanied by a
stronger condensation related to carbon double bonds as well
as amino groups and carboxyl groups.42 Besides, the cracking
of N-containing heterocyclic compounds in bio-char can
increase the ANN in bio-oil.43 For EP, it shows different
trends in ADBE and AH/C, both of which change slightly. It
appears that the carbohydrates in bio-oil have some effects on
maintaining the stability of the heavy components in bio-oil.
Interestingly, the ANN of SP and NS is not significantly
different from that of EP despite the low nitrogen content of
EP. It is essential to study the heavy bio-oil components from
different feedstocks since the bulk physicochemical properties
of the heavy compounds are diverse. In addition, the ANN of
bio-oils sharply increases (about 17.5−20.9%) from 600 to 700
°C, and special attention should be paid to downstream
production and processing to prevent pollution and reduce
catalyst poisoning caused by the NCCs.44

The total nitrogen abundance in heavy components of bio-
oil is obtained by eq 3, and it can be used for the semi-
quantitative analysis on the nitrogen abundance in different
feedstocks

∑= × ×X I YTA ( )
k

k
(3)

where TA is the total abundance, k is the number of NCCs, X
is the NN in NCCs, and Y is the bio-oil yield.
It is easy to derive that different feedstocks show

significantly different trends in total N abundance, as shown
in Figure 2. Under the investigated temperatures, SP sharply

increases, NS first increases and then decreases, reaching the
peak at 500 °C, while EP decreases before 400 °C and remains
relatively stable after 400 °C. This is inconsistent with the
results of bio-oil measured using the CHNS/O analyzer in a
previous study,43 which reported that nitrogen contents in
pyrolytic bio-oils from three algae all present a maximum with
temperature. This actually shows the uniqueness of heavy
components in bio-oil, and thus, an in-depth study is required.
Although the optimal temperature for a high bio-oil yield

from all feedstocks is 500 °C, the total nitrogen abundance in
SP and NS heavy components is also high at this temperature,

which directly affects the bio-oil quality and increases the
harmfulness of bio-oil. Therefore, in the pyrolysis process of
the nitrogen-rich feedstock, a high bio-oil yield should not be
blindly pursued, but the bio-oil composition such as heavy
components and NCCs should also be considered.

3.3. Evolution of NCCs. The ANN and total nitrogen
abundance reflect the overall concentration of nitrogen in the
heavy components of bio-oil, but it does not help to clarify the
distribution and composition of the heavy NCCs derived from
different feedstocks. The relative content of heavy components
with different NNs is calculated by eq 4, and the results are
shown in Figure 3.

∑ ∑= I IRC /X
m

X m
n

n( )
(4)

where RCX represents the relative content of the compounds
containing X NN and m represents its number.
Clearly, for SP and NS, N2 components dominate; this is

consistent with the results of NCCs obtained in other literature
studies.39,45 N1−3 components account for about 60−75%,
which should be the pyrroles, pyridines, butyronitriles, and
heterocyclic amines in the positive-ion mode.40,46 For EP, the
NCCs are relatively less, which may due to the low nitrogen
content in the feedstock. N4 components are more abundant in
NCCs, and they are probably mainly heterocyclic amines, such
as 2-amino-6-methyldipyrido-[1,2-α:3′,2′-d]imidazole and 2-
aminodipyrido-[1,2-α:3′,2′-d]imidazole.47

As temperature goes up, N0−2 content gradually decreases
for SP and NS, while N3−5 content gradually increases; thus,
N0−2 components may polymerize to form N3−5 components.
However, for EP, N2 and N4 components decrease, and the
other components increase at 300−600 °C. It can be
speculated that most N2 and N4 components are cracked
into N0, N1, and N3 components, and a few N0−4 components
polymerize into N5 components. It is worth noting that the
content of NCCs sharply increases from 600 to 700 °C, and
N1−4 components increase significantly. This is likely due to
the secondary cracking reactions of pyridines, pyrroles, and
indoles in char at high temperatures.43 In addition, the
transformation of NCCs indicates that proteins and lipids in
bio-oil are able to promote the formation of heavy components
with high nitrogen numbers within a certain temperature
range.
Figure 4 describes the relationship between the N/C ratio

and the molecular weight of the heavy components in bio-oils;
this illustrates how nitrogen is incorporated into molecules of
different sizes. Most NCCs in these samples have a molecular
weight between 200 and 400 Da and a N/C ratio between 0
and 0.3. The maximum molecular weight can reach up to 800
Da, and the molecular weights of components with the highest
N/C ratio are within 200−300 Da. As temperature increases,
the molecular weight of NCCs gradually decreases, which
indicates that NCCs also undergo decomposition in addition
to the polymerization described above. Besides, the compo-
nents with a larger N/C ratio (0.3−0.5) in SP and NS
gradually increase, but the corresponding molecular weight
does not change. It can be considered that nitrogen is
accumulated into the compounds with a molecular weight of
200−300 Da.

3.4. Van Krevelen Diagrams. Van Krevelen diagrams can
provide an overall view on the types of compounds in the
pyrolysis bio-oil.48,49 All the heavy components identified via
positive ESI at 300 and 700 °C are presented in Figure 5, and

Figure 2. Total N abundance under the investigated temperatures
(based on EP).
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the other van Krevelen diagrams are provided in Figure S4.
These components are divided into four categories according
to the differences in heteroatom composition (only N and S
atoms are considered), and they are displayed in figures with
different colors.
Previous studies have concluded that compounds (such as

lignin, lipids, and so forth) are distributed in specific areas on
the van Krevelen diagram.50,51 In this study, regions are
defined according to the characteristics of heavy components
in bio-oil and the definitions in previous literature studies.
Each van Krevelen diagram is separated into six discrete

regions to represent six major biomolecular groups of lipids (0
≤ O/C ≤ 0.2, 1.7 ≤ H/C ≤ 2.25), peptides (0.2 < O/C < 0.6,
1.5 < H/C < 2.25, N/C > 0.05), carbohydrates (0.6 ≤ O/C ≤
1.2, 1.5 ≤ H/C ≤ 2.2), lignin (0.1 < O/C ≤ 0.6, 0.5 < H/C <
1.7, AI < 0.67), unsaturated hydrocarbons (0 ≤ O/C ≤ 0.1, 0.7
≤ H/C < 1.7) and condensed aromatics (0 ≤ O/C ≤ 1.0, 0.3
≤ H/C ≤ 0.7, AI ≥ 0.67).52,53 Table 3 lists the relative
abundance of these molecular compound classes under
different temperatures, and the calculation method can refer
to eq 4. The modified aromaticity index considering the

Figure 3. Relative content of heavy components with different NNs.

Figure 4. Relationship between N/C ratio and molecular weight.
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contribution of π-bonds by heteroatoms and O, AI, is
calculated by eq 554

= + − − − − − − −AI (1 C 0.5O S 0.5H)/(C 0.5O S N P) (5)

where C, H, O, N, S, and P represent the atom number.

Obviously, the heavy components in these bio-oils show
significantly different van Krevelen diagrams, as shown in
Figure 5. For SP and NS, almost all molecular formulas
distribute in the region with O/C < 0.6, and no carbohydrate-
like compounds exist. For EP, there are some components (O/

Figure 5. Van Krevelen diagrams of heavy components produced at 300 and 700 °C.

Table 3. Relative Content of Different NXOY Groups in Heavy Components of Bio-Oila

N2OX (%) NYOX (%)

samples T (°C) N1 N1O1 N1O2 N1O3 N2 N2O N2O2 N2O3 NY NYO NYO2 NYO3

SPb 300 3.13 9.69 9.01 2.78 6.28 9.47 8.26 3.97 1.60 6.61 6.56 3.72
400 4.55 7.48 1.64 0.55 14.61 10.19 5.74 2.29 4.13 8.32 5.03 1.98
500 4.54 5.46 1.44 0.18 15.79 9.48 5.64 2.10 6.80 9.37 5.81 2.11
600 4.71 4.31 1.24 0.00 18.07 8.30 4.49 1.07 8.83 9.23 4.91 1.29
700 4.78 4.33 1.79 0.23 12.23 7.00 3.32 1.06 10.25 6.88 4.98 2.10

NSb 300 5.50 5.64 3.43 1.38 16.31 9.86 6.56 2.22 6.23 9.32 5.49 1.95
400 5.19 7.97 4.76 1.48 12.53 8.69 3.42 0.92 4.33 11.45 3.10 1.54
500 5.58 7.12 2.03 0.56 19.15 8.76 3.72 0.83 7.65 10.50 4.04 1.22
600 6.69 3.22 1.26 1.54 18.83 6.33 2.95 0.66 8.58 8.05 2.90 0.15
700 5.69 5.19 0.81 0.22 18.77 7.70 4.07 0.57 11.44 8.54 5.40 0.67

EPc 300 0.76 1.04 0.90 0.44 2.37 2.67 3.34 3.62 2.87 3.96 3.99 3.01
400 3.51 3.07 1.07 0.73 4.77 3.44 2.56 1.50 3.97 3.05 1.16 0.61
500 6.91 4.34 0.67 0.38 4.15 2.63 1.04 0.62 5.74 1.76 0.28 0.61
600 4.91 1.82 0.16 1.03 4.09 0.41 0.35 0.51 7.44 1.87 0.92 0.70
700 5.42 2.97 0.33 1.58 7.38 0.51 0.42 1.48 9.71 3.66 2.21 1.37

aT, temperature. bNYOX represents N3OX.
cNYOX represents N4OX.
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C ≥ 0.6) which distribute in the carbohydrate-like region at
lower temperatures (300−400 °C). This is mainly due to the
high carbohydrate content in the EP feedstock, which also
explains the higher AO/C ratio of EP shown in Table 2. It
should be noted that the carbohydrate content in EP gradually
decreases as the temperature increases, reaching a low value of
1.93% at 500 °C. Anastasakis and Wei et al.55,56 found that the
weight loss of carbohydrates basically reached its maximum
value when the temperature exceeded 500 °C. This implies
that the carbohydrates are completely thermally degraded at
500 °C, which is consistent with the results above.
It can be found from Table S2 that the unsaturated

hydrocarbon-like compounds derived from SP and NS increase
with the increase of temperature. A small amount of condensed
aromatic-like compounds begins to appear at 700 °C,
corresponding to the decrease in the AH/C shown in Table
2. However, the trend is much different for EP, does not
change significantly for the unsaturated hydrocarbon-like
compounds, and gradually declines for the condensed
aromatic-like compounds. This result may suggest that lipids
and proteins make noticeable contribution to the formation of

unsaturated hydrocarbon-like compounds in heavy compo-
nents at higher temperatures (≥500 °C).57

On the other hand, it can be found (Figures 5 and S4) that
most CHNS(O) components (black dots) distribute in the
lipid-like and unsaturated hydrocarbon-like regions, while most
CHN(O) components (red dots) fall in the lignin-like and
lipid-like regions for SP and NS. This is roughly the same as
the rules obtained by He et al.52 In comparison, the
distribution of NCCs (red and black dots) from EP is more
diverse. Overall, as temperature increases, most CHNS(O)
compounds tend to converge toward lipid-like and unsaturated
hydrocarbon-like regions. In addition, CH(O) and CHN(O)
compounds tend to shift from the diffusion points with O/C =
1, H/C = 2 to the diffusion points with O/C = 0, H/C = 2 and
O/C ≈ 0.33, H/C ≈ 1.33. Hu et al.39 found similar diffusion
points in the study of NCCs and considered that different lines
stretching from the diffusion point corresponded to the
compound losing or gaining certain groups. Therefore, it is
reasonable to believe that the main reactions occurring during
the heating process are different for the CH(O) and CHN(O)
components.

Figure 6. Contour plots of the heavy NCCs under different temperatures.
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3.5. Potential Structure of Heavy NCCs. Structural
details of NCCs are further understood through the two-
dimensional contour plots of DBE versus C number (CN) or
O numbers (ON) versus CN. A cyclane ring or double bond
can increase one DBE value, and three or four DBE increments
may be due to the introduction of a benzene ring condensed
with the core structure of the heavy compounds or connected
to the core structure by bridged linkage.40 Furthermore, the O
atoms in NCCs may appear in ester, amide, hydroxy, carbonyl,
and alkoxy groups,16 and components that differ only in CH2

group numbers may be homologous compounds.
The contour plots of the heavy NCCs under different

temperatures are presented in Figure 6, and the color code in
these plots represents the sum of the relative abundances of
components within the specific class. The plots of SP and NS

are ordered, while that of EP is relatively disordered due to the
low content of NCCs. Roughly speaking, the peaks of SP (NS,
EP) are characterized by DBE = 4−10 (3−8, 3−6), ON = 0−1
(0−2, 0−5), and CN = 13−18 (11−16, 11−16). Besides, as
temperature increases, all the peaks shift toward larger DBE
values (>4) and less ON (especially at 300−500 °C) regions,
but the corresponding CN changes little. Most heavy NCCs
become more aromatic and contain less O. This may result
from the strong Maillard, decarboxylation, and deoxygenation
reactions at higher temperatures.13,58

According to the number of nitrogen and oxygen atoms, the
heavy NCCs are divided into different species such as N1O1,
N2O1, and so forth, and the contents of these species
calculated with reference to eq 4 are listed in Table 3. At
different temperatures, the main components of different

Figure 7. Bubble diagrams of DBE vs CN for N1 and N1O1 species.

Figure 8. Bubble diagrams of DBE vs CN for N2 and N2O1 species.
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NYOX class species are generally NY and NYO1 species, such as
N1, N1O1, N2, N2O1, and so forth. Considering that the bio-oil
yields are high at 500 °C and the total nitrogen abundance is
different, diverse NY and NYO1 species at 500 °C are selected
for the potential structure analysis. Besides, some NCCs
(shown in Table S3) tested by GC−MS are used to assist in
verification.
3.5.1. N1 and N1O1 Species. As exhibited in Figure 7, the

DBE value and CN for most of the N1 and N1Ox species range
from 0 to 10 and from 13 to 22, respectively. However,
compounds with DBE < 7 and C > 17 are not found in N1 and
N1O1 species of EP. These components may consist of
pyridine ring/amines, an aromatic or aliphatic ring, and/or
long alkyl side chains.59 Hexadecanenitrile-C16H31N or
pentadecanenitrile-C15H29N is detected in GC−MS and
shows high abundance in FT-ICR-MS for all samples at 500
°C; thus, the N1 species with DBE = 2 may refer to the
homologue of nitriles. 7-Methylindole-C9H9N and quinoline-
C9H7N compounds are also found, and compounds with DBE
= 6 in all samples and DBE = 7 in NS and EP may be
homologues of indoles and quinolines, which are mainly
derived from cyclization and aromatization.22 Similarly,
compounds with DBE = 1 may attribute to long-chain
alkylamine due to the presence of hexadecanamide-
C16H33NO and tetradecanamide-C14H29NO in N1O1 species.
3.5.2. N2−N4 and N2O1−N4O1 Species. Figure 8 shows the

structural information of N2 and N2O1 species. The DBE range
(1−14) of N2/N2O1 species in NS and SP is similar, but NS
shows a wider range (12−26) in CN than SP (12−23). The
most abundant N2 compounds (the large circles) with the
same DBE value may be different homologues in different
samples because 2-ethyl-3-methoxypyrazine and 2-acetamido-
thiazole with DBE = 4 are detected in SP and NS, respectively.
EP contains very few N2/N2O1 compounds, the DBE values of
which are lower than 10, indicating that there are up to two
aromatic rings in N2/N2O1 species. The GC−MS results show
that these species may be composed of pyridine ring/pyrrole
ring/amines, acetonitrile or imidazole, hydroxyl/carboxyl
groups, and/or alkyl side chains.
Figure S6 shows the relationship between DBE and CN of

the N3/N4 and N3O1/N4O1 species. For SP and NS, most N3
species distribute in the range of DBE = 4−14 and CN = 11−

25, while the N3O1 species have a wider C number range from
11 to 33. For EP, the N4O1 compounds are significantly less
than N4 compounds in content and contain at most one
aromatic ring because the DBE value is less than 5. Notably,
GC−MS detects very few components containing 3−4 N-
atoms because the compounds with high N numbers are less
volatile. This result also reflects the necessity of using FT-ICR-
MS to analyze the heavy NCCs.

3.6. Evolution Routes of Nitrogen in Heavy Bio-Oil
Compounds. The possible evolution routes of nitrogen in the
heavy components of bio-oil generated from the pyrolysis of
N-rich algae (SP and NS) are proposed (Figure 9) based on
the above discussions. N1−3 components are the prominent
compounds in the heavy components, and among these N1−3
components, NY and NYO1 (such as N1, N1O1, N2, and so
forth) species are dominant. At 300−700 °C, N1−2 and N3−5
components will undergo polymerization and decomposition
reactions, respectively, but the condensation reaction is much
stronger, resulting in an increase in the heavy components with
more N-atoms at higher temperatures. The decomposition
mainly includes denitrogenation and deoxygenation, which can
produce a large amount of harmful NH3 (mainly), HCN, and
NO gases. The heating process during pyrolysis is accom-
panied by the Maillard, dehydration, decarboxylation, cracking,
steam reforming, cyclization, and aromatization reactions,
leading to the formation of a variety of complex chemicals in
the heavy components of bio-oil (such as nitriles, amides, and
heterocyclic N) and char.

3.7. Strategies for Producing High-Quality Bio-Oil. In
this study, the composition characteristics and evolution routes
of nitrogen in bio-oil derived from algae pyrolysis are further
investigated. Based on these results, strategies for producing
high-quality bio-oil can be proposed. It is recommended to
obtain nitriles and alkylamine-rich pyrolysis bio-oil from lipids
and protein-rich algae (e.g., SP) at 400−600 °C. These nitriles
and alkylamines (C14−C16) occupy a high proportion (up to
51.8%) of the NCCs and are more friendly to bio-oil upgrading
and diesel preparation because nitrile and amide functional
groups can be easily removed in the hydrogenation process.60

Carbohydrate-rich algae are suggested to produce the highest
bio-oil yield at 500 °C, at which temperature the content of
NCCs in both light and heavy components is low. Besides,

Figure 9. Evolution routes of nitrogen in heavy bio-oil compounds for N-rich feedstocks (purple line: bio-oil or gas composition, blue line: reaction
pathway, and line width: content or intensity).
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pyrroles and pyridines account for 45% of the NCCs and can
be further removed from bio-oil by the metal-supported
HZSM-5 catalyst.61
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